ANTHROPOSOPHIC NUTRITION – A HOLISTIC APPROACH
Key concept
Anthroposophic approach to nutrition is a truly holistic approach as it does not exclude in principle
any type of food – except bad quality food – neither any dietary style. Nevertheless it enables people
to improve their relationship to food and eating. How is this possible? In the words of Rudolf
Steiner: “Anthroposophy does not give rules, but only wants to explain how things really are… It
does not stand for this or that kind of diet – what it actually does is to enable people to understand
any form of diet… Then each may arrange his life as he wills, according to these great laws of
existence.”
In a nutshell….
The study of anthroposophic nutrition includes:
 Illustrations of the bridges between physical and soul-spiritual domains of human existence. The anthroposophic
approach to nutrition incorporates modern scientific discoveries about the human body and the
natural kingdoms in such a way that it does not lose the human soul and spirit. Anthroposophy
integrates both worlds and for that reason it is also called spiritual-science. An example of such
approach is the following picture of the threefold division of the human body, in relation to the three
soul activities, and their links to primary human activities and vocations. Among others it reveals the
link between processes of nutrition and the soul forces of will. It hints on one of the hidden reasons
behind the lack of the will for real changes needed to stop modern environmental and economic
crisis: the extremely low quality of modern, over-processed food! It does not demand much inner
activities to be digested. It causes weakening of our metabolic-limb system, i.e. our will forces.
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 Introduction to the basic ‘laws of nutrition’ which include the nutritional interrelationships between body, soul and
spirit. For example, one cannot understand nutrition properly without being aware of the existence of
two nutritional streams: so-called ‘earthly nutrition’ and ‘cosmic nutrition.’ Both streams are
providing us with essential nourishing substances, but of very different nature. Earthly nutritional
stream enters through metabolic system, but its substances nourish nerve-sense system (see threefold
division of human being in the above picture). Cosmic nutritional stream enters through nerve-sense
system, but its substances nourish metabolic-limb system.
 Practical guidelines for a ‘general nutritional therapy’ (i.e. new food culture) accessible to everyone who wants to
improve the quality of their life. An example of such guidelines is the use of seven grains in the following
weekly rhythm:

This is one of the most characteristic practical features of anthroposophic approach to nutrition.
There exist seven different grains with many varieties. They were the staple food of humanity since
the beginning of farming. If you look at the history of human nutrition, you will find that ancient
people based their food culture exclusively on one type of grain. An example of this was – and in
some parts still is – Asia and use of rice. In later historical development other grains were introduced.
But only in modern times, due to global food market all seven grains are available. But the main
reason for including all seven grains in one’s diet is not just because of evident nutritional advantages;
it has deeper, spiritual-scientific background. It is based out of the recognition of planetary influences
on the grains, on different days of the week, and on the seven inner organs of human being.
Anthroposophic communities also tend to use biodynamic grains (if available) which also makes
sense, for one of the most fundamental characteristics of biodynamic farming is working with cosmic
influences on plant growth. With such rhythmic consumption we bring a balancing, harmonising
effect on our own overall wellbeing.
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